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The purpose of this paper, which is largely of expository nature, is 
to reorganize some basic facts on Fock representations; especially, we 
shall establish isomorphisms between various representation-spaces 
related to Fock representations (Theorems l-3 below). Theoretically, 
the existence of such isomorphisms is a direct consequence of the well- 
known uniqueness theorem of Stone and von Neumann ([2.1]), but our 
purpose here is to give an explicit form of the integral operators giving 
these isomorphisms. Bargmann [l] was the first who studied such an 
integral transform. Here we shall construct, instead of a single space, 
a family of Fock spaces parametrized by a Siegel’s upper half-space, 
so that the Bargmann’s formula becomes a special case of ours corre- 
sponding to the origin of the parameter-space. As a preliminary, we 
shall summerize in Part I the basic definitions and formulas concerning 
automorphy factors and kernel functions, which are essential in our 
construction. Some applications of our theory were already given in 
[5.1, 5.21. 
Notation. As usual, R (resp. C) denotes the field of real (resp. 
complex) numbers, and Z denotes the ring of rational integers. CX is 
the multiplicative group of nonzero complex numbers, and T is the 
subgroup of CX formed of all complex numbers of absolute value 1. 
For 4 E C, we write e(t) = exp(2niQ. For a vector-space V over R, 
we denote by Vc the vector-space over C obtained from V by scalar 
extension, i.e., V, = I’ @a C. An element w E Vc can uniquely be 
written as w = u + iv with u, v E V, and we put w = u - iv, u = Re w, 
v = Im w. A (connected) Lie group and its Lie algebra are always 
denoted by the corresponding capital Roman and small German letters. 
Thus, for instance, when a connected Lie group G has a complex 
form G,, the corresponding Lie algebras are denoted by 9 and nc , 
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respectively. The letter 1 is used to denote the identity map of various 
spaces as well as the number one. 
I. AUTOMORPHY FACTORS AND THE ASSOCIATED KERNEL FUNCTIONS 
1. Let G be a connected Lie group and K a connected compact 
subgroup of G. In the following, we assume that there exist a complex 
form G, of G and a complex Lie subalgebra nt+ of gc satisfying the 
following conditionsl: 
(i) One has a global conjugation g I+Z in G, ; i.e., an involutive 
automorphism of the underlying real Lie group of G, such that 
exp(X) = exp(X) for XEgc, 
and G is identified with the (real) analytic subgroup of G, corresponding 
to the subalgebra g of gc . 
(ii) One has 
PC 3 11t+] c l?t+ and gc = fc 0111, @In-, 
- where 1ttP = tu+ . Moreover, the (complex) analytic subgroups K, and 
M, corresponding to f, and in,, respectively, are all closed and 
M+K,M- is homeomorphic to MA x K, x Mp by the natural corre- 
spondence. 
(iii) One has 
G C M+K,M_ and G n K,M.. = K. 
It follows from these conditions that M+K,M- is an open submanifold 
of G, , and the homogeneous space 233 = G/K is imbedded in M+ by a 
natural injection 
(which generalizes the “Harish-Chandra imbedding”). This defines an 
invariant complex structure on 9. We denote by n and m, respectively, 
the canonical projection G + B and the injection 9 -+ M+ just defined, 
1 These conditions imply the conditions (Al) - (A2) in [5.2]. 
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and put ,q, = n-(e), e denoting the unit element of G. Then, by the 
definitions, one has for g E G, z E 9 
m(g(z)) = (the AT+-component of g . m(z)) 
(in the direct decomposition M, x K, x AL). 
hTow, we define a canonical automorplzy factor ,$ : G x .CJ + K, by 
,/(g, .z) = (the &-component of g . m(z)). (1) 
It is then immediate from the definition that f satisfies the following 
conditions: 
i 
/-(g, z) is C” in g E G and holomorphic in z E 9; (24 
1 
f&5& ) 4 = B(R1 Y &(4) Bkz ,4 for g, , g2 E G, z E 9’; (2b) 
B(k, Z”) = k for R f K. PC! 
We note that the definitions of g(z) and $( g, z) can naturally be ex- 
tended to any pair (g, z), g E G, , x E 9 such that g . m(z) E M+K,M- . 
Next, for z, x’ E 9, we put 
-- 
X(z’, zz) = (the Kc-component of m(z)-’ m(z’))--l. (3) 
Then, it is again immediate that one has 
X(2’, x) is holomorphic in z’, and one has jr(n, x’) = .X(z’, x)-l; (4a) 
old”‘>, g(4) = Ag, 4 flv> 4 x-k, w for g F G, z, z’ E 8; (413) 
X(X” Y x0) = e. (44 
.X is called the (normalized) kernel function associated with the auto- 
morphy factor $. 
2. In general, a map # : G x P ---f KC satisfying the conditions 
(2a,b) is called a Kc-valued holomorphic automorphy factor for (G, 9). 
Two such automorphy factors y and $’ are said to be equivalent if 
there exists a holomorphic map cp : ‘r ---f K, such that one has 
forallgEGandzE9. 
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PROPOSITION 1 (Murakami). Suppose that there exists an element k, 
in the center of K such that ad(k,) 1 ltt, does not have an eigenvalue 1. 
Then, any two KC-valued holomorphic automorphy factors f and y’ for 
(G, 53) satisfying the condition (2~) are equivalent. 
Proof: Put p(g) = &‘( g, a,,) f( g, z&l. Then clearly, 9) depends 
only on x = r(g), so that we may write it as v(z). It is then clear that 
y satisfies the relation (5). Therefore, it remains only to show that v is 
holomorphic. Put w = y-Id”?. Then w is a f,-valued Cco-form on 2 
satisfying the condition 
(w 0 dz = ad(f(g, 4) wz for g E G, x E 9. (6) 
In particular, one has 
(w o kd,, = ad&J wz,, = wz,, . 
But, the left side of this equality can be written as wzO 0 (ad(k,) 1 in+), 
if one identifies the holomorphic tangent space to 9 at z0 with nt+ in 
a natural manner. Hence, by the assumption, one should have wzO = 0 
and so by (6) wg = 0 for all z E 9. Hence y is holomorphic. Q.E.D. 
As for the uniqueness of the kernel function, one obtains the following: 
PROPOSITION 2. For any KC-valued automorphy factor $ for (G, 9) 
satisfying the condition (2c), a map X’ : 3 x 9 + K, satisfying the 
conditions (4a,b) is unique up to the multiplication by an element in the 
center of K. 
Proof. Let 3” be another map satisfying the conditions (4a,b) and 
put $(z’, z) = X’(z’, z) X(x’, a)-‘. Then, it is clear that 
for all g E G, z, z’ E 23. In particular, putting g = k, z = z’ = z,, , one 
obtains 
*c% ? x0) = k . i&f0 , x0) . k-l, 
i.e., #(x0, o z ) belongs to the center of K. (Note that #(x, z) is self- 
2 This is an adaptation of the proof given by Murakami for the case of automorphy 
factors of type T (see [4.1, Appendix] or [4.2]). 
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conjugate and hence belongs to K.) Then, again from the above relation, 
one obtains $(z, JZ) = #(zO , z,,) for all z E 9. Since $J(x’, z) is holomor- 
phic in z’ and antiholomorphic in z, this implies that $(z’, z) is identically 
equal to ll,(zO, zO). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. For the canonical automorphy factor f, the (normalized) 
kernel function X associated with f is uniquely characterized by the 
properties (4a)-(4c). 
3. Let G = Sp( V, A) and K a maximal compact subgroup of G, 
where V is a 2n-dimensional real vector-space and A a non-degenerate 
alternating bilinear form on V x V. Then, there corresponds uniquely 
a complex structure 1 on V such that the bilinear form A(x, Iy) (x, y E V) 
is symmetric and positive-definite and K is the centralizer of 1 in G. 
If one denotes by nt+ the i-eigenspace of sad(l) in gc , then it is well- 
known that the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied for the pair (G, K), the 
complex form G, = Sp( Vc , A), and in_ . (Actually in+ is an abelian 
subalgebra of CJ~ .) Moreover, if one denotes by W, the (&i)-eigenspace 
of I in V, , then it is easy to see that IV, is totally isotropic (i.e., 
A 1 IV, x W, is identically = 0) and one has 
111,w c Iv,. ) 11t+?v+ = (0). (7) 
Therefore, an element X E in-, may be viewed as a C-linear map from 
W into W+ . &lore precisely, if WP is identified with the dual of W, 
with respect to the (non-degenerate) inner product 
(ZF, w’) = A(io, w’) (w, w’ E W,.), 
then lit-, is identified with the space of all symmetric C-linear map 
w + Iv+. On the other hand, the exponential map lltl + iW+ being 
bijective, one may identify z E V with log(m(z)) E nt+ . Then 9 is 
realized as a bounded domain in Hom,( W_ , W.,.) defined by the condi- 
tions 
If one writes g E G in the matrix form g = (F 2) with a : W+ + W+ , 
b : I&‘- ---f W, , c : W+ + W-, d : I$_ + kV- , then it is well-known 
(and immediate) that one has g(z) = (ax + b)(cz + d)-l and the 
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canonical automorphy factor $ and the associated kernel function x 
are given respectively as follows: 
B(g, 2) = jt’“” ; d)-l cz “t J’ 
X(z’, z) = t 
1 - z’z 0 
o f(1 - z’,q 1 
(8) 
for g E G and x, x’ E 9. In the following, we put 
Ak, 4 = YCZ + w, X1(x’, 2)= 1 - x’z. 
4. We denote by p the central extension of the additive group V 
by the l-dimensional torus group T = R/Z (considered as the multi- 
plicative group of complex numbers of absolute value 1) defined by 
the factor set E(BA(u, u)) ( U, v E V). P is a nilpotent Lie group with the 
center T such that P/T g V. The group G = Sp( V, A) then acts on P 
in a natural manner as a group of automorphisms, so that one can 
construct the semidirect product e = P . G. The group G thus defined 
may also be viewed as a group of all triples g” = (5, U, g) (E E T, u E V, 
g E G) with the following law of multiplication: 
(9) 
It is clear that R = T.K (y T x K) is a maximal compact subgroup 
of z‘. One also has a natural complexification ec of (? consisting of all 
triples g = (5, U, g) with 5 E CX, u E Vc , g E Gc = Sp( V, , A) and 
inheriting the same law of multiplication as above. The Lie algebra tic 
of z‘c then consists of all triples X = ([, U, X) with [ E C, u E V, , 
XEck, the bracket product being given by 
[(5‘, % X), (7, 8, q = @7qu, v),Xv - yf4 [XT YI) (10) 
for f,qEC, u,vEVVC, X, YEgc. If one denotes by llt_~ the (abelian) 
subalgebra of 3, consisting of all triples of the form (0, w, X) with 
WEW+,XEln+, then it is easy to see that the conditions (i)-(iii) are 
again satisfied for the pair (G, K), the complex form Gc , and the 
subalgebra l”n+ of Gc . The exponential map lit, ---f Mu, is again bijective 
and one has exp(O, w, X) = (1, w, exp(X)) for w E W, , X E it:+ . If one 
denotes by 6 and @z the canonical projection e ---f g = G/K and the 
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natural injection LX2 + a, R5 ITI_ ) respectively, then one has for 
g = (5, 21, g) E G, 5 = ‘i(i), x = n(g) 
qq = (1, 4 , m(z)), 
where U, = u-+ - XU_ , u = U_ + up, U= E WA (see the proof of 
Proposition 3 below). Thus, when one regards & as a vector-bundle 
over 9 with typical fibre V, the injection Gi induces on the base space 
the Harish-Chandra imbedding m : ‘/’ 4 M_ GZ lit1 , while on each 
fibre (over x E 9) it induces a C-linear isomorphism (V, I-) E W+ given 
by the correspondence u /+ u, , where 1, = g o I o g-l is the complex 
structure on V corresponding to x t 2. In the following, we identify g 
with the subset W+ x 9 of lit_ w Wi x n_ by the above corre- 
spondence and write a generic element of 9 in the form 2 = (w, z) 
with w E I&- , x E ‘1. We also put 5,, = ti(e) = (0, q,). Then we obtain 
the following 
PROPOSITION 3. For g = (e, u, g) E G, 5 = (w, ,z) E 8, one has 
‘a3 = (w + f(g, 4 w> a(4), (11) 
where zq,(-) = ZL+ - g(,z)u_ fey u = ZL + ZL , ui E W, . A canonical 
automorphy .factor XT and the associated kernel function .%? for (e, g) 
aye git?en as follows: 
i 
J%?> 4 = (A?, 3, B(g, 41, 
9(2’, 2) = (K(2, n), A+?‘, z)) 
(12) 
with 
1 
a, 3 = f . &A(% US(%)) + 4% &,w, + QKP, &q, 
t 
(13) 
K(s?, a) = t-(;A(z4?;w, w’) + A(%, X,lw’) + $4(w, x;‘dW)), 
where ~2:’ = (w’, z’), y and X are the canonical automorphy factor and 
the associated kernel function for (G, 59) given by (S), and fl = yl( g, x), 
cx, = Xl(Z’, 2). 
Proof. By the definition one has 
g” fz(2) = ?ii(g’(Z)) Jqg, 2) . Gz- 
with %-. E A?-. Putg(Z) = (w’, z’ ), A& 2) = (71,0, .I), f?- = (1, w- , m-j. 
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Then one has 
(5, u, g)(l, w, exp(4) = (1, w’, exp(z’))(y, 0, J)( 1, w , 4. 
Comparing the corresponding components of the both sides, one has 
6 .W(U, gw)) = rl . W(w’, (1 + 2’) 4, 
u+gw = w’+(l +z’)w-, 
g . exp(z) = exp(z’) . J . m- . 
From the last equality one has x’ = g(x), / = #(g, z). From the 
second equality, comparing the components in W., and IV-, one has 
/ 
u+ + aw = w’ + z’w- , 
u- + cw = zu- . 
Hence one has 
w’ = (u, + aw) - z’(up + cw) = (u, - x’up) + (u - x’c) w 
= U,’ + ycx + d)-l w = Us(e) + uqg, 2) w, 
which proves (11). Finally, from the first equality, one has 
; log(&) = A(u, gw) - A(w’, (1 + 2’) w-) 
= (A(u+ , cw) + A+- , a~)) - A(Q) + &1w> u- + cw) 
= A@-, us(z)) + (A@-, c&w) + A++ - qz) > ~4 + 4- 7 4) 
+ A@, $14 
= A@, us(z)) + W-4 234 + Akw, &4 
which proves the first equalities in (12) and (13). The verification of 
the formulas for G-S!” and K, which can be done similarly, is left to the 
reader. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. 71 and K satisfy the following conditions: 
~(g, 2) is C” in g and holomorphic in 2; (2’4 
T&y,& ) 2) ---- v(& , &(%)) q(‘q2 ) 2) fOY 2, ) & E c, 2 E 2% (273) 
,(& %) = 6 for R = ([,OJ+R; (2’4 
/ K(Z', 2) is holomorphic in 2, and one has ~(5, 2’) = ~(2, 2); (4’2) 
K(@‘), g’(z)) =z T)(g”, a’) K(i?, 2)  T(g, i?) for 2 E G, 2, 2’ t 9; (4’b) 
K(i,, , 2,) = 1. (4’c) 
The automorphy factor 17 : c x D --j Cx is uniquely characterized by the 
properties (2’a)-(2’c) up to equivalence, and the associated kernel function 
K : L8 X & + CX is then uniquely characterized by the properties (4’a)-(4’c). 
The first assertion follows immediately, either from the definition (12) 
and the properties (2a)-(2c) and (4a)-(4c) for / and 2, or from the 
explicit formulas (13). (Note that the complex conjugation in CX with 
respect to the real form T is given by 5 t, [-I.) The second assertion 
follows from Propositions 1, 2. 
5. Cayley transformation. Let (V, , V,) be a pair of totally iso- 
tropic (real) subspaces of I/ such that V = V1 @ V, . Then there exists 
a (complex) symplectic transformation u E G, such that D( V,J = W- , 
u( V,,) = W- . If one writes cr in the matrix form 0 = (; i) (with 
respect to the decomposition V, = I”+ @ W-), then, in view of the 
relation Wr = W- , one has o = (i p), and o o u-1 = (i -*i-l). It 
follows that one has 
iG=A0/3, #LX”,, 7 = -t(--1 0 6 8 = -!A-1 0 y, (14) 
so that 01 is invertible and x 0 h = I. Applying the same argument to 
ag (g E G), one sees that oG C M+K,M_ , and hence u(z) and $(a, z) 
are defined for all z E 9. For 5 = (w, 2) E g, we put 
i 
w* = u-l(f(u, z) w) E o-‘(W,) = VI, ) 
I z* = 0;’ 0 u(z) 0 o2 E ad(a-‘) ntc C Horn,( rzc , VI,-), (15) 
where ai = u 1 Vi, . (Note that w * depends on z as well as on w.) 
It is then immediate that the map 5 = (w, 2) ++ S* = (w*, z*) (the 
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extended “Cayley transformation”) gives a holomorphic isomorphism 
of g = WA x 9 onto g* = I’,, x 9*, where 9* is the “Siegel 
upper half-space”, i.e., a domain in Homc( I/,, , Vi,) defined by the 
conditions 
tz* = ,g* Imz* > 0, 
where the transpose is taken with respect to the inner product 
(Ul 7 %> = --A(% ,%a) (% E Vd 
One defines the action of G on 3* by g(z*) = g(z)* for g E G, 
z t 9. Then, if one writes g in the matrix form ($ i;:) with respect 
to the decomposition Yc 1 Vi, @ I’,, , one has 
g(z*) = (a*x* + b*)(c*z* + d*)-‘. 
Furthermore, one defines the canonical automorphy factor $* and the 
associated kernel function X* for (G, 9*) by 
&*(g, z*) = u-l~$(ugo-l, cJ(,+7 
= +&(a, g(z)) $(g, z) f(u, z)-’ E u-l Kc u , (16) 
X*(Z‘*, z*) = u+f(u, z’) X(z’, z) f(u, z)-l.6 E u+Kca. 
Then, in view of (8), (14), (15), one has 
yc*x* + d*)-1 
*I=( 0 
0 
2 I&f'," i c*z* + d* ’ 
x-*(z'*, z*) = 
c 
-w* - %*I 
() 1 
. 
@3*) 
For instance, the second equality reduces to the relation 
“11 0 ypd + S)-l(1 ~ 23) (jJz + 8)-l 0 (-5-l) 0 u2 = -(z’* ~ z*), 
which follows from (14) and (15). It is also easy to see that $* and X* 
satisfy the relation similar to (2a), (2b) and (4a), (4b). 
Next, we define the action of G on g* = Vi, x 9” by g(d*) = g(Z)* 
for g E G, 2 E g, and put 
1 
rl*g, z*> = 7(++‘, @)) = 1(0, g(q) 11(8,3 rl(u, V’, 
K*(i?‘*, m*) = T)(u, .z’) K(i?, 2) q(u, Z), (17) 
where ~(2) = (f(u, z)w, U(X)) and ~(a, 2) = ~(@(a(w), #(a, a)~). 
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Then we have 
PROPOSITION 4. For g = (8, u, g) E C?“, Z* = (w*, z*) E g*, one has 
&if?*) = (U&-) 7 y-*(g, z’) zP,g(x*)), (II*) 
where z+) = u1 - g(x*)u, for u = u1 + u2, ui t Vi . Moreover, one has 
( q*(g, z*) = 6 +l(U, ug(zw)) + A(u, ,yl*w*) T &qgw*, f,*“w*)), 
I 
(13”) 
K*(i?‘*, a*) _ c(-$(z’* ~ ,*)y[w’* - zL’*]), 
where yl* = #?I*( g, x*) = f(c*z* j- d*)-l, and for a symmetric linear 
map S : VIC -+ V,, , one puts S[u,] = <u, , Su,) for U1 E V,, . 
Proqf. First we prove the following relation 
U(%*) = U(U)&) = B(u, 4 uz for UE V,ZEY. (18) 
If u = ur + u2 = uT + 2~~ vvith ui E Vi , ui- E lV+ , then one has 
U(U)+ = CT(~) = auL + jk , u(u)- = u(uJ = yu ,. + Sue . The first 
equality in (18) is obvious from this and the definitions. One also has 
which proves the second equality sign. Now, in view of the definitions, 
(11 *) reduces to the relation 
which is clear from the definition of y* and (18). The first equality in 
(13*) is also immediate from the definitions and (18). To prove the 
second one, it is enough to establish the following three equalities 
rl(zL’, x-w’) E A(%“, y*-lw’*), (19) 
A(z,X-‘w’, w’) $ A(ow’, &‘w’) = --A(w’*, .x*-w’*), (19’) 
A(i5, .3?‘,z’w) - A(csq &q = -lqti*, x*-%i7*), (19”) 
where 
X‘ = X(z’, 2), .x* = x*(z’*, z*), B” = /(UT 4, ,yn’ = /-(CT, z’). 
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The equality (19) follows immediately from the definitions. Since the left 
(resp. right) side of (19’) is equal to A(X-W, (X-1a-1$0’ - X)w’) 
(resp. A(.X-$LI’, $;l&-l j&)), (19’) reduces to the relation 
(1 - zz’) 0 (-fy) 0 yp2 + S)-1 - z = yys? + 8) 0 x 0 $z’ + S)-1, 
which follows easily from (14). One obtains (19”) by taking the complex 
conjugate of the both sides of (19’). Q.E.D. 
It is easy to see from the definitions, or from the explicit formulas 
(13*) that q* and K* satisfy the relations similar to (2’a), (2’b), (4’a), (4’b). 
6. From (11) one has for u” = (E, U, e) E B 
qw, 4 = (w + % ,4 (w E Iv+ ) z E 9). 
Thus the action of v on g preserves every fibre invariant, and induces 
on the fibre over z a translation w I+ w + u, . We put 
where Z1 = I - XZ. Then the relations (2’a))(2’c) and (4’a)-(4’c) show 
that 72: and K~ have the properties of an automorphy factor and the 
associated kernel function for (P, IV’,). (It is easy to see that they 
essentially coincide with the canonical ones corresponding to the 
complex structure 1, on V.) 
It will be convenient for our purpose (Part II) to introduce an auto- 
morphy factor vz’, which is equivalent to 72 , and the associated kernel 
function K~’ as follows: 
/ 
/ 
~‘(6 W) = K,(W + u, , 0-l ?1z@, W) Kz(W> 0)= 5 +4(izz , x;yw + -i@,)), 
r 
ffZ’(W’, W) = K,(W’, 0-l KZ(W’, W) K,(W, 0)-l 
= +4(w, Gfyw’)). 
(21) 
Note that (l/257) log(~,‘( w’, w)) = L~(w, Xy’w’) is a positive-definite 
hermitian sesquilinear form in w and w’. 
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On the other hand, effecting the Cayley transformation, we also define 
i 
vzv(C, w*) = q”(& (w*, x”)) 
= ( l (U, w* + fz&*)), 
I 
KI*(W’*, zu*) = Ic*((zu’*, z*), (w*, sz*)) (22) 
= E 
i 
6 (Im z*))~[uJ’* - %*I). 
Note that (1/27r) log(+(zu*, w*)) = (Im x*)-l [Im w*] is a positive- 
definite quadratic form in Im w*. From (17), (21), and the relation 
Q(w*, 0) = ~(a, z) K,(w, 0), one obtains 
/ 
! 
Q’(z1, w) = KZ*(W* + U,* , 0)-l Q*(z7, z-u*> KZ*(W*, O), 
PI*) 
KZ’(W’, Z“) = K&d*, 0)-l +(W’*, W*) K,*(W*, 0)-l. 
11. RELATIONS BETWEEN FOCK REPRESENTATIONS 
7. We keep the notation introduced in Part I. In particular, we 
fix the decompositions 
v’c = w, 0 w- and p- = I;, @ v2 
once and for all, and denote always by S* = (w*, z*) E Vrc x ‘* the 
Cayley transform of 5 = (w, ,z) E II’- x 9. For each z E 3, we denote 
by 9!, the space of all (equivalence classes of) C-valued measurable 
functions f on I+‘+ such that 
where d,w = det(Xi(z, 2)))’ dw, dw denoting the usual Lebesgue 
measure on IV+ with respect to the hermitian form 22/Ll A(W, w). 
(This means that if (eJ (I < i < n) is an orthonormal basis of W 
with respect to this hermitian form and if w = xi wiei , then dw = 
2-” ni 1 dwi A dq I.) It is then clear that 9!e becomes a Hilbert space 
with respect to the norm 11 jlB . 
We define an action T”(g) of 2 E G on & by 
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where b(w) denotes the w-component of g(w, z), i.e., 
t?(w) = %3(z) + Ak, 4 w 
for 2 = (5, U, g). Th en, from (4%) and the relation d,(,)( g”(w)) = d,w 
(which follows from (4b)), one sees immediately that T”(J) f E Qstz) and 
II T”( 8f llgtz, = llf llz . Th us T”( 2) is a unitary isomorphism of ti3, 
onto Q) . Clearly, one has 
7+)(&) 0 T”(g”,) = T”(& .g2) (25) 
for gi = (*, *, gi) E G (; = 1, 2). In particular, ii(E P) I+ T”(G) is a 
unitary representation of B on the space 5A3, . 
One can define Hilbert spaces &’ and $, analogous to 5$ by replacing 
(w, , ICY) in the above definition by (w+ , K,‘) and (vi, , K,*), respec- 
tively. Thus, Qz’ (resp. g!,*) is the space of all square-integrable functions 
on IV, (resp. Vi,) with respect to the norm defined as follows 
llf’ Ii2 = r’,- lf’(w)12 K~‘(w, w)Y dzw f’ t Qz’), (237 
lIfl~:e = i‘, c If(w /+(w*, w*)-l d,,w* (f E %*I, (23”) 
1 
where d,,w* = det(Im 2*)-l dw*; the determinant of Im z* and the 
Lebesgue measure dw* on V,, are taken with respect to any “canonical 
basis” (e{*) of V adapted to the decomposition I’ = V, @ V, . (This 
means that (e,* ,..., elL*) and (ez+, ,..,, e&) are bases of Vi and I/, , 
respectively, and one has A(ez+i , ei*) = a,, for 1 < i, j < a.) Then, 
from (15) and (16) one has d,w = d,,w*. Therefore, in view of (21) 
and (21*) it is clear that one has unitary isomorphisms 5& y 2,’ and 
&, s Pz’ given by the correspondences: 
f (4 ++f ‘(WI = K,(W, Pf (4, 
f(w*) wf’(w) = q*(W*, O)-lf(w”). 
(26) 
These isomorphisms are compatible with the actions of G on 9,’ and 
P!,* defined respectively by 
(~'Zwf'w(wN = ?l'(g", 3f'(4 (f' E Q,'), (247 
(~**WfW*(w*)) = 11*cg”, g*)f(w*> (f E Qz*), (24*) 
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where 
and p’(w*) denotes the w*-component of j(w*, z*) (see (11”)). 
8. We denote by 5, the subspace of L$ formed of all holomorphic 
functions in .L’, . Then, by virtue of the Taylor expansion, one sees 
that for any compact subset C of It’+ there exists a positive constant c 
such that 
1 hi :< c 11 h pz c*> 
for all h E & and w E C. It follows that, for a sequence in 3,) the con- 
vergence in the norm 11 Ilz implies the uniform absolute convergence 
on any compact subset of IV, . Therefore, 3, is a closed subspace of tiz . 
We have an analogous result for the spaces 2,’ and L!!,, ; we denote by 
3,’ and g,* the (closed) subspaces of Sz’ and Q,* , respectively, formed 
of all holomorphic functions in them. Then it is clear that T”(j) (resp. 
T”(g), T’*( 2)) maps 5, (rev. TY,‘, &) onto rYc,(d (rev. i&d , ky(z’-)) 
and that the correspondences (26) induce unitary isomorphisms 3, :g gz’ 
and s,* s s,‘, which are compatible with the actions of G. Since any 
polynomial function on I/,, belongs to Ty-* , one has sz -i: (0). 
Now from (*) one sees that the assignment h E+ h(w) is a continuous 
linear functional on 3, , so that there exists an element e,,. in gu, such that 
h(w) L (6 , h), 
( ) denoting the hermitian inner product in sz which is C-linear in 
the second factor. If one puts 
k(w’, w) = el,.(zc), 
this can be written as 
h(w’) = J,,_ h(w) 4 zd, w) K,(w, zu-l dp, 
i.e., k is the Bergman kernel function for 8, . k(w’, w) is holomorphic 
in WI, and one has 
/z(w, w’) = k(w’, w). 
Moreover, applying (**) to T”(zZ)h (zi E a), one obtains 
k(zqw’), 2qz.u)) = 7&i, w’) k(w’, w) Q(U, w). 
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Therefore, by the uniqueness of the kernel function (cf. Proposition 2), 
one has 
k(w’, w) = ycZ(W’, w) 
with a nonzero real number y. Next, applying (**) to h(w) = k(w, 0) 
and then putting w = 0, one has 
k(0, 0) = jwL 1 k(w, 0)12 K~(w, w)-l d,w. 
But, in virtue of (21) and a well-known integral formula, one obtains 
j,_ I 4~ W K,(w, w)Y d,w = j,, l @ .%(z, z)-’ 4-l d,w 
+ 
= 1 = K,(O, 0). 
Comparing these two equalities, one has y = 1, i.e., k = K~ . 
PROPOSITION 5. The unitary representation (8:, , Tz) of r is iyre- 
ducible. (This representation is called a “Fock representation”.) 
In fact, if 5”) is a closed invariant subspace of 5, and if Fz(l) is the 
Bergman kernel function for 3 (l) then, by the same argument as above, , 
one sees that K(l) is a scalar multiple of k = K~ . But then one must 
have g(l) = 3, or (0). 
9. We denote by L,(V) the space of all C-valued square- 
integrable functions on V with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure 
du on I’ defined in terms of any canonical basis (e,*). Then, since the 
correspondence V 3 u M w = U, E IV. (resp. w* = u,+ E Vi,) preserves 
the measure, i.e., one has du = dz(us) (= dz,(uz,)), one obtains a unitary 
isomorphism L,(V) y- Q!, (z Q!,*) by the correspondence 
where one puts u = (1, U, e) E p. If one transports by this isomorphism 
the action of P on .L?, to that on L,(V), denoted by U, then one has 
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for C=([,u,e)EV. By definition, when C$ t) f E I$ , one has 
u(n)+ tt T”(u”)f. 
When (ei*) is a canonical basis adapted to the decomposition 
V = V, @ V, , one defines the Lebesgue measures dci on Vi (z’ = 1, 2) 
in terms of the bases (e,*,..., e,*) and (ez.++r ,..., e&), respectively. Then 
symbolically one has du = dz-, . dc, for z’ = q + z’~ , vui E Vi and the 
measures dzq, and de2 are mutually dual with respect to the inner product 
<‘ul , 3) = --A(%, %). Thus one may canonically identify L,(V) with 
Uvl x v,> = G( v,) 0 JXV,), 0 d enoting the tensor product in the 
category of (complex) Hilbert spaces. Furthermore, by a partial Fourier 
transformation, one obtains an isomorphismL,( V, x VJ g L,( V, x VI) 
defined (formally) by 
for 4 E&,( V, x V,) and #* E&( V, x V,). (These integrals are actually 
convergent for + and c$* belonging to the Schwartz spaces S( V, x V,), 
S( V, x V,), respectively.) For +.+ E L,( V, x V,), put further 
A!& > Vl’) = 4*(v1 + Vl’, -i(Vl - Vl’)). 
Then it is clear that one has +-# E&(V~ x V,) and lj$+ /[ = Ij 4.+ 11. 
Moreover, one sees that if 4 t, +# , then U(U)+ corresponds to 
5 4<Vl -- Au1 , %)) C,h - Ul 7 211’) 
Summing up, one sees that the correspondence + t) ++ gives rise to 
an isomorphism 
Gm = L(Jfl) Ok, 
such that, if 4++ $r @ &, then one has U(C)4 t--) (U,(C)+r) @ & , 
where U,(C) is defined by 
(G(4 Cl)(%) = !c . 4(Vl - 4% > %)I Wl - 4. 
The correspondence + t) $r @ q$, (& E L,( V,)) is given by 
$4~1 + 4 = J‘, AW + ~1’) 6&i - ~1’) 4(v1’, vz>)-’ 4’; 
this integral is absolutely convergent for all & E L2( V,). 
(29) 
(30) 
607/7/2-z 
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Finally, combining the isomorphisms given by (27) and (30), one 
obtains an isomorphism 
Q!, Lx b(Vl) 0~2(Vl/1), 
such that, if ftt $1 @ & , then P(zi)ftt ( C,(22)tj1) @ +a . The corre- 
spondence f t-t $r @ &, is given by 
f(%) = rlz(_u, 0) jVl$l(:% + %‘I M&l ~ Vl’) 4(%‘, d-l dv,‘. 
10. The isomorphism L,(V,) z & . We first need the following 
well-known integral formula. 
LEMMA 1. Let S = S, + is, be a complex symmetric matrix of 
degree n such that S, > 0 and a E C?. Then one has 
.c 
e-nSlu+al& = &t(S)-l/z, (31) 
R” 
where S[ ] denotes the quadratic form associated with S and the branch 
of the analytic function det(S)liz is so chosen that it is >0 when S, = 0. 
Forz*Eg* , W*E V 1c 9 one puts 
&*(w*) = +g+‘[w*]). 
Then one obtains 
(32) 
LEMMA 2. One has 
s 
_____- 
qz,*(w’* - 4 qz*cw* - vl) dv, = det(i(z’*-l - Z*-l))-ljz K*(?*, z*), 
“1  (33) 
where Z* = (w*, z*), ,Z’* = (w’*, x’*) E &* and the branch of det( )112 
is determined as explained above. In particular, one has 
s 1 qz*(w* 
- vl)lz dv, = 1 det(z*))-l det(2 Im z*)-ljz K&W*, w*). (33a) 
Vl 
This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 and the following 
elementary formula 
q*‘*(w)* - 211) qz*(w* - v1) 
- E(-I&'*-l -z*-l)[nl _ @I*-1 _ ~*-l)(z'*-lw'* _ g*-lw*)] - 
-1 &?* - x*)-l[w'" - a*]). 
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Later on we shall also need the following relation 
&*(ZU* ~ IL, * - VI + UJ qz*(w* ~ v,)-’ y E((V, - ;?A1 ) IL,>) Q*(g-1, w*), (34) 
which can easily be verified. 
We shall now prove the following 
(35) 
with 
yzf = det(z*/i)-liz det(2 Im x*)liJ. 
Then the integral on the Tight side of (35) is absolutely convergent fey 
all q& E L,( V,), and the operator Qze gives a unitary P-isomorphism of 
(L2( VI), u,) onto (h , T”). 
The absolute convergence of the integral follows from (33a). To 
prove the remaining part of the Theorem, we first consider the formal 
adjoint of QZf given by 
(P,,h)(v,) = yzi j, c qze(w* - vl) h(w*) K&W*, w*)-l d,*w*. (35’) 
1 
For a positive number 0 < X < 1, one denotes by 3,*(X) the space of 
all holomorphic functions h on VI, such that 
1 h(w*)l :sg cKz*(w*, w*y* 
for some positive constant c. Then it is clear that s;,*(A) is contained 
in s’,* as an everywhere dense subspace. We assert that, for h E &(A), 
the integral defining P,,h is absolutely convergent almost everywhere 
on V, (in the sense of measure-theory) and one has P,.h E L,( V,). It 
suffices to show that the function 
@(VI) = jv c : qz*(w* - %)I 1 h(zu*)l K&W*, ,*)-I d,,w* 
1 
belongs to L2( V,). From (33a) one obtains 
s I CL* w( ‘* - VI) qz*tw* - V1)l dV, < C’K&W’*, W’*)1’2 K&O*, W*)l/’ Vl 
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with a positive constant c’ depending only on .a*. Hence one has 
with 
s @(z# dv, .< C’I’ Vl 
I= 
s 
+(w*, w*)‘iz / h(w*)l K&W*, w*)-l dztw* 
VlC 
<C 
.i 
%*(W*, 
w*)-;(l-A) dziw* < co 
, 
“1c 
which proves our assertion. 
Next, we show that Q8,(PzJz) = h for h E &(A). In fact, from the 
definitions one has 
Q,*(P**h)(w'*) = I Yz* I2 jv12z*("~* - %I 
X 
iI 2z*cw* - 
ul) h(w*) K&W*, w*) dZ*w* dv, . 
VlC 1 
This integral is again absolutely convergent and by (33) it is equal to 
I yz* I2 I det(z*)/ det(2 Im z*)-ljz 
.i 
K&W’*, w*) h(w*) K&W*, w*)-l d,*w* 
VlC 
-s 
h(w*) K&W’*, w*) K&W*, w*)-1 dz,w* 
VlC 
= h(w’*), 
because Kc* is the Bergman kernel function for the Hilbert space &* . 
Since P,* is the formal adjoint of Qz* , one has 
P,* is an isometry on sz*(X). Therefore, the map P,* can naturally 
iz’kxtended to an isomorphism of &* into L,(Vr). 
We shall now show that one has QZ,(P,,h) = h for all h E &* . In 
fact, for #Jo ELz(V1) one has by (33a) and (35) 
i@z*h)(W*)i < C’G*(W*> W*)l’iII 41 11 (36) 
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with a positive constant c depending only on x*. Let h E s,* and let 
{h”} be a sequence in g,,(h) such that lim,,, h, = h. Then, since 
lim P,,h, = P,,h in L2( I’,), one has by (36) 
(Q,*P,*k)(w*) = lii(Qz*Pz*hJ(W”) = hil h,,(w*) = h(w*) 
for all w* E V,, , which proves our assertion. 
It remains to show that one has U,(C) 0 P,* = P,* 0 T’*(zZ) for C E 8. 
From the definitions one has 
(C,(zi) P,*h)(u,) = ( . E((z$ ~ &Ll ) ug)) yz* 
s qz*(w* ~ Cl t Ul) “1C 
x h(w*) KZ*(w*, w*)y d,*w*, 
(P**P’(zq h)(v,) = ya* r^” c qz*(w* - z$) Q*(W, zu*)y 
1 
x k(w* - uzs) K&W*, w.*)-l dZ*w* 
for h E %:,,(A). Therefore it is enough to prove the following relation 
qz*cw* ~ uz* - zll + UJ E((‘U1 - -?& , u,)) q*(w” - uz* , w* - u,*)-1 
= qz*(w* - 211) Q*(g-l, w*)y &*(w*, w*)-l, 
which follows immediately from (34). N ow, since the unitary representa- 
tion (L,( I’,), U,) of P is irreducible3, it follows that the map P,* is 
bijective and one has Qee = P;;‘. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
11. The isomorphism &* g g2s* . For z*, x’* E S*, we put 
U,,, - Qz~e 0 P,e . ,2* - Then, by what we have proved in the preceding 
section, U,,.,,, gives a unitary r-isomorphism of gz* onto &f*. In 
particular, for h E s,*(A), a similar computation as above utilizing (33) 
gives 
(~7zf*,z *h)(w’*) = yz’*,z* s 
h(w*) K*(%‘*, i?*) K&W*, w*)-l d,,w* (37*) 
“1C 
with 
Yz’*,z * = yz,*yz* - . &t(+'"-1 _ z*-l))-l/2 
_ &t 
( 
& (z'* - ;*))-I" det(Im x*)li4 det(Im z’*)lj4. (38*) 
3 See, for instance, [6, Theorem 11. It is also possible to prove directly that Q,t is an 
isometry (see [l]). 
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But, in view of Lemma 1, it is not difficult to see that 
.i 
: K*(z’*, Z*)12 K&W*, w*)-l d,ew* < co, 
VlC 
i.e., K*(Lz’*, 5*) viewed as a function in w* belongs to gZ* . It follows 
by the Schwarz inequality that for all h E sZ* the integral on the right 
side of (37*) is absolutely convergent and the formula (37*) remains 
valid. Thus we obtain the following 
THEOREM 2. For z*, x’* E 9*, the (absolutely convergent) integral 
operator U,,,,,, dejined by (37”) g ives a unitary P-isomorphism of 
(&, T”‘) onto (&t,, Tz’*).4 
From the definition it is also clear that one has the relation 
c39*1 
Translating the above result by means of the isomorphisms 5, g 
8,’ g g,* given by (26), one obtains the unitary isomorphisms 
ur : 8, + g,, and l&r B : 5,’ --f %,I given, respectively, by the fol- 
lowing (absolutely convergent) integral operators 
(Uz,,,h)(w’) = yz’,z j, h(w) ~(2’7 4 ~z(w, w)-l d,w, 
T 
(37) 
(U;,,,h’)(w’) = yz’,z jWA h’(w) K’(%, 2)  KZ’(W, w)-’ dzw, (37’) 
where 
Yz’,z = det(Xi(z’, x))~ 1/Z det(Xi(z, z))li4 det(Xi(z’, x’))li4 (38) 
and 
K’(%‘, 2)  = K&d, 0)-l K(i?, 2)  K,(W, 0)-l. 
12. The isomorphism !$ E & @ 5, . Our result can best be 
formulated in terms of the spaces 2, and gZ’. We put 
B,’ = {h’ 1 h’ G Sz’} c i! ‘. 
4 For a more direct proof of this Theorem, see [5.1]. 
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THEOREM 3. For hi’ E 8,’ (i = I, 2), put 
.f’(W’) = j,, hl’(w) h*‘(w’ - w) KZ’(W’ ~ w, w) d,w. (40') 
Then this integral is absolutely convergent, and the correspondence 
f’ TV h,’ @ h,’ defines a unitary isomorphism 
(the tensor product being taken in the category of Hilbert spaces). Moreozer, 
iff’ tf h,’ @ h2’, then one has 
T’“(u‘)f’ f-t (T’“(zi) h,‘) @ h,’ (zi E a). 
First we notice that the integral on the left side of (40’) is absolutely 
convergent. In fact, one has 
1 
1 h,'(zu)/' K,'(w, zu-' d,w < co 
W- 
and 
i 
~ h,‘(w’ - w) K~‘(w’, w)12 K~‘(w, w)-1 d,w 
W- 
= Kz’(W’, W’) 
s 
1 h,‘(w’ - w)12 K~‘(w’ ~ w, w’ - w)-’ d,w < 00, 
W, 
whence follows our assertion. We denote by f’ = h,’ @ h,’ the function 
on IV+ defined by (40’). Then from the above, one has 
l(h,' @ h,')(w)1 < $'(W, w)"' 11 h,' 1:: 11 h,' 1:; . (41) 
Now we denote by P,’ the isomorphism 5,’ --t L,( V,) obtained by 
composing P,* : g,* + L,( VI) with the isomorphism 5,’ - g,* given by 
(26), and put Qz’ = Pi-‘. Then, by the definition, one has 
@z’Mw) = 77z*cw*, O)-YQ**Mw) (4 E‘h(Vl)). 
As we have seen in 9, the space L,(V) can be identified with 
L,(V,) @ L,( V,) by the correspondence (30). Therefore, in order to 
prove Theorem 3, it is enough to show that, if 4i E L,( V,) (i = 1,2) 
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and hi’ = Qz’& , then one has & @ 8, t+ h,’ @ h,’ in the sense of (26) 
and (27), i.e., 
(4 0 h2’)(%) = %‘(2L, WA om4 (42) 
To prove (42), we first assume that h,’ = Qz’+1 E 3z’(X) for some A, 
&‘(A) denoting the subspace of 3,’ corresponding to s,,(h) under the 
isomorphism &’ g 3,. . Then, in view of (21), (21’) and (34), the 
left side of (42) can be transformed as follows: 
__- 
(A,’ @ &‘)(t&) = yz* j,. h,‘(W) KZ*(UZ* -  w*, 0)-l K,‘(& -  W, W) 
L 
= ~,d(~, 0) j,;ijw+ Kzr(W*J 01-l qz4w* - 4 4’~~) 
x KZ’(W, w)-1 diWj $5&l - 2”l) E((V1- $241 , Q-1 du, 
which proves (42) for h,’ E S,‘(h). Th’ is computation is legitimated by 
the absolute convergence of the double integral on the second line, 
which follows from the fact that the function 
@dd = j, 1 K&W*, o)l-' I qz*(w* - %)I 1 h,'(w)! Kz'(W, w)-l dzw L 
belongs to L,( Vi) ( see 10). It follows from (42) and from what we have 
proved in 9 that for h,’ E gz’(h) and h,’ E 8,’ one has h,’ @ h,’ E 5$’ and 
II 4 0 h,’ I!: = II $4 II . II 42 II = II 4 III . II 4’ IL . (43) 
Next, to prove (42) in the general case, let h,’ be any element of gS’ 
and let {hi,} be a sequence in &‘(A) such that lim,,, hi, = h,‘. Then 
by (43), {hi, @ h,‘} is a Cauchy sequence in Q!,‘, so that it has a limit. 
But, by (41), one has lim,(h;, @ h,‘)(w) = (h,’ @ &‘)(w) for all w E IV+ . 
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Therefore, one has h,’ @ h,’ = lim,(h;, @ ha’) E I& and 
(for all u E V), which completes the proof of (42). The last assertion of 
the Theorem is obvious. 
Now, let (#,) b e an orthonormal basis of sz:,‘. Then every element f’ 
in I&’ can be expressed uniquely in the form 
f’ = f I), @ h,’ 
“=l 
with h,' E gz’. Then one obtains the following 
COROLLARY. Onehas 
h,‘(w) = j,. &(w’)f’(w + w’) K~‘(w + w’, w’)-l d,w’. 
+ 
(44) 
Proof. Put eW’(w’) = Kz’(W’, w). Then e,’ E 3,’ and for any h’ E 5,’ 
one has h’(w) = (e,‘, h’). Therefore one has 
where 
__ __-- 
h”‘(W) = (e,,.‘, h”‘) = ($4 0 G~‘,.f’), 
(& @ $)(W’) = jw k &(W’) !$‘(W, W’ - W”) KZ’(W’ - WC, W”) dzw” 
= KZ’(W, w’) 
s 
$,,(w”) K=‘(w’ - w - w”, w”) dzw” 
w + 
= KZ’(W, W’) $“(W’ - W). 
Thus one has 
h"'(W) = jwl-- KZ’(W, w’) &(W - W)f’(W’) KZ’(W’, W’)-’ dzw’ 
-- 
=J w+ #,,(w’)f’(w’ + w) KJ’(W’ + W, w/)-l dzw’. Q.E.D. 
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Translating Theorem 3 by means of the isomorphism 5Zz g &‘, one 
obtains a unitary isomorphism 
given by 
f(4 = JWL 
__- 
h,(W) h,(W’ -  W) K,(W’ -  W, 6)-l KZ(W’, w) K,(W, w)-l d,w. (40) 
The isomorphism L?!,, g & @ gz* can be given quite similarly. 
13. We can generalize the definition of the spaces Sz and 5, as 
follows. For any nonzero integer I, we denote by 2:” the space of all 
C-valued measurable functions f on IV+ such that 
llfll:“‘” = s 
If( K~(w, w)-~ dzw < co. (45) w+ 
Then it is clear that 2:” becomes a Hilbert space with respect to the 
norm II II3 (“. The action of (I? on 2:” is defined by 
(wm(g”z(4) = 11(8”> Vf(w), (46) 
and we obtain a formula analogous to (25). In particular, the restriction 
of Tjr’ on P gives a unitary representation of P on L!L” such that one 
has 
zy’([) = (’ for 5 ET. 
When 1 > 0, we denote by 8:“’ the subspace of I$” formed of all 
holomorphic functions in f$ . (” When I < 0, there exists no holomorphic 
function (f 0) in PA1’; in this case, we define 8:“’ by 
Sk” = {h(w) KZ(W, wy / h E gy’). (47) 
Then, in either case, 3:“’ is a closed subspace of f?j”‘, and one has 
C”‘( ‘LmZ’) = s$, * The results obtained in 8-12 for LIZ and 3, can 
easily be extended to the case of 2:” and BLr’. Especially, the unitary 
representation of P on 8:“’ is always (non-trivial and) irreducible. 
These results can also be deduced from the following relation between 
Qz, 5, and L?:“‘, Sl”‘. 
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When 1 > 0, it is clear that the correspondence 
Q!, 3f wf”‘(w) E f(&w) l”,‘z (48) 
gives a unitary isomorphism I.?!, s Qi”, which induces an isomorphism 
3 s 5”’ This isomorphism is compatible with the actions of c in 
tie sen:e ihat, if f - fi ‘I, then 
where 2 ttg”(‘) is an endomorphism of G defined by 
(E, .,g)“’ = (P, \dlu,g). 
When 1 < 0, the correspondence 
(49) 
ep 3fr+ #f(w) = ,f(w) K,(W, zuy (50) 
gives a C-antilinear unitary isomorphism Qi2) g &“, which induces 
an anti-isomorphism 8:“’ g gi-“‘. By this anti-isomorphism, 2i’) (resp. 
8:“‘) can be identified with the dual of 2L-l) (resp. sl-“I), and this 
identification is compatible with the actions of e. 
Furthermore, using the metric (45), one can define in a standard 
manner a Scohomology space HO,q(W+)(l), that is, the Hilbert space 
formed of all square-integrable harmonic forms on IV+ of type (0, 4). 
Then, as an application of Theorem 3, it can be shown that HOJ(JV+)“) 
is trivial, except for the cases I > 0, 4 = 0 and I < 0, q = n, in which 
cases, it can naturally be identified with af” (cf. [5.2]). 
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